Great Heights academy was founded in 2002 although the secondary was not until 2003. It is an all-girls secondary school which is islamically inclined, its main aim is to be able to balance both western and Islamic education for the girl child and their motto being “New dawn to Islamic education”. When Great heights opted for the services of Flexisaf’s SAFSMS, they had the aim of having their records management made easier but still done the same way. “SAFSMS has been so flexible and all the teachers love it because it helps them manage student records very efficiently – however, one thing we enjoy the most is their fast support system”, Simon Odike commented.
When great heights came on board, they said that the most important issue for teachers concerning assessment management was man made errors, a lot of stress calculating individual records and having to come up with grades, positions and averages the manual way was very bulky and uncertain because so many times, calculators failed thereby making the teachers use more time than supposed.

“my work was usually untidy because once I made a mistake, I will have to keep cancelling and correcting and because of that, it contributed significantly to my stress level – but now that SAFSMS has made this process easier, I feel very satisfied that I don’t have to go through the hectic calculation, my stress has also been reduced so much” Celine Idihon expresses.

“The teachers love it because it helps them manage students records efficiently”.

Simon Odike
Vice Principal - Academics

For more information on SAFSMS, visit: www.safsms.com